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We report experimental observation of multimodeQ-switching and spatiotemporal mode locking in a multimode
fiber laser. A typical steady Q-switching state is achieved with a 1.88 μs pulse duration, a 70.14 kHz repetition
rate, and a 215.8 mW output power, corresponding to the single pulse energy of 3.08 μJ. We find weak spatial
filtering is essential to obtain stable Q-switched pulses, in contrast to the relatively stronger spatial filtering for
spatiotemporal mode locking. Furthermore, a reversible transition process, as well as a critical bistable state,
between multimode Q-switching and spatiotemporal mode locking, is achieved with specific spatial coupling
and waveplates sets. We believe the results will not only contribute to understanding the complicated nonlinear
dynamics in multimode, fiber-based platforms, but also benefit the development of promising high-pulse energy
lasers. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.416523

1. INTRODUCTION

Q-switching (QS) and mode-locking (ML) are two fundamen-
tal operating regimes in pulsed lasers [1]. ML originates from
the fixed phase relation (synchronization) of multiple longi-
tudinal oscillating modes [2] while QS is a consequence of
the modulation of the cavity Q-factor by reiteratively emptying
and replenishing the stored cavity energy [3]. Tremendous ef-
fort has been made during the years to develop efficient satu-
rable absorbers (SAs) to achieve QS [4–6] or ML [3,7–9] in
lasers with high performance. Early theoretical analysis mod-
eled the two regimes (i.e., QS and ML) in laser cavities through
nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) [10]. It is noteworthy
that recent research that provides links between QS and ML
experimentally investigated a novel buildup process of ML
via QS by real-time characterization in a fiber laser, throwing
light on some dynamics within the QS–ML transition [11]. All
these investigations are based on single transverse-mode
platforms.

In fact, there have been several investigations dealing with
multimode issues, but mostly in the context of QS in solid la-
sers [12,13] and lately in a few-mode fiber cavity [14]. In ad-
dition, multimode fibers (MMFs) have been lately proven to be
qualified SAs based on nonlinear multimode interference,
facilitating QS [15] andML [16–18] in fiber lasers. These lasers
are essentially operated with a single transverse mode. As for

multimode ML, however, a number of transverse modes along
with the longitudinal modes nonlinearly interact in a more in-
volved manner, wherein the spatial dimension becomes a cru-
cial factor. Because of the inherent high-dimensional properties
of multimode lasers, they provide ideal platforms to look into
the complex nonlinear science and connect the nonlinear dy-
namics to various real-world physical phenomena. Remarkably,
the recent successful demonstration of spatiotemporal ML
(STML) in multimode fiber lasers [19] has opened up a
new frontier of mode-locking and high-dimensional nonlinear
dynamics. Then, a series of works related to STML were re-
ported, including work on soliton molecules [20], self-similar-
itons [21], multiple pulses [22], wavelength-switchable pulses
and hysteresis [23], dispersion-managed solitons [24], and vor-
tices [25]. STML has also been realized in an all-fiber cavity
using a multimode-fiber-based spectral filter [26] and achieved
in cavities composed of MMF with a large modal dispersion
[27]. In addition, near single-mode outputs were achieved
by optimizing the spatiotemporal evolution in multimode lasers
[27,28]. Despite current challenges to fully understand STML,
a heuristic theoretical model has been put forward that is
adaptive to more general cases, giving much insight into the
mechanisms behind STML [29]. The boundaries of multi-
mode fiber lasers are constantly being broadened over the years,
showing abundant curiosities and promising perspectives.
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Nevertheless, there are few investigations on multimode QS in
full-multimode fiber lasers, especially concerning the relation
between multimode QS and STML.

In this paper, we report the experimental observation of
steady multimode QS states and STML in a multimode fiber
laser. Stable multimode QS operation is realized, with a typical
result of a 1.88 μs pulse duration and a 70.14 kHz repetition
rate. The output power is 215.8 mW, corresponding to the
single pulse energy of 3.08 μJ. We find weak spatial filtering
(or large spatial filter size) facilitates the formation of multi-
mode QS, compared to the stronger spatial filtering strength
to maintain STML in the same cavity. With an appropriate
setup of spatial filtering and the SA (i.e., the NPR states), a
reversible multimode QS–ML transition is achieved. The tran-
sition process can be tuned merely by changing the pump
power, given fixed cavity settings. Furthermore, by carefully ad-
justing the waveplates and pump power, we realize a bistable
state between multimode QS and STML. The spatial, spectral,
and temporal properties of the output change as the laser op-
erating regime switches in the QS–ML bistable state, without
analogues in conventional single transverse-mode lasers. It is
the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that the realization
of the transition between multimode QS and STML as well as
the QS–ML bistable state is reported.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1,
which is similar to our previous layout for an STML demon-
stration [27]. A 980 nm diode laser is used as the pump source,
combining with the signal light by a short-pass dichroic mirror
(SPDM). The 0.55 m long multimode step-index gain fiber has
a core diameter of 20 μm (LMA-YDF-20/125-9M, NA = 0.08,
Nufern, East Granby, CT, USA), supporting up to six trans-
verse modes. A segment of 5.35 m passive graded-index multi-
mode fiber (OM4, with core/cladding diameter of 50/125 μm
and supporting ∼100modes, YOFC, Wuhan, China) is spliced
to the gain fiber with high refractive index resin glue applied to
the joint of the two fiber segments to leak the superfluous
pump light. The laser loop is completed with one mirror
(M) to couple signal light back to the gain fiber. Note that this

coupling serves as a spatial filter since only part of the returning
light can couple back into the gain fiber due to its small diam-
eter. A spectral filter is also introduced into the cavity facilitat-
ing ML in the normal dispersive waveband. The artificial SA is
based on NPR with one half-wave plate and two quarter-wave
plates, as illustrated in the schematic. The laser cavity is fully
multimode, especially with multiple transverse modes excited
in the gain fiber, which has been already demonstrated in
our previous work concerning STML [27]. The temporal, spec-
tral, and radio frequency (RF) data of the laser output are ac-
quired by a photodetector with a 5 GHz bandwidth, an
oscilloscope (Infiniium DSO80204B, 8G bandwidth, up to
40 GHz sampling rate, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA; Agilent is now Keysight Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa,
CA, USA), an optical spectrum analyzer [86142B, 0.06 nm
spectral resolution, Agilent (now Keysight Technologies)], and
an RF signal analyzer [N9020A, Agilent (now Keysight
Technologies)], respectively. In addition, beam profiles are cap-
tured by an infrared beam analyzer (CinCam CMOS-1201-IR,
Cinogy Technologies GmbH, Duderstadt, Germany).

3. RESULTS

A. Multimode QS
To initiate the QS state, the cavity output first needs to achieve
a relatively higher power level by adjusting both the rotation
angles of the three waveplates and the effective spatial filter size.
In other words, the QS state is dependent on both the NPR
effect and the spatial filtering strength. Note that the collimat-
ing lens 2 (L2) is fixed to two three-axis movable stages, facili-
tating the control of spatial filtering effect by moving the stage
(i.e., equivalent control of the spatial filter size). After the out-
put power reaches its maximum, we slightly rotate the wave-
plates, and then stable QS pulses are easy to generate.
According to our experiment, the influence of the spatial filter
size is significant in achieving stable QS states, since the laser
can hardly support a QS regime with a smaller spatial filter size
configuration. We speculate that a weak spatial filtering effect
allows more transverse modes, especially high-order modes, to
propagate in the cavity; thus, these transverse modes are able to
occupy a larger area of the gain medium, facilitating the higher
energy accumulation responsible for QS operation. In contrast,
STML usually requires sufficient spatial filtering in the cavity to
compensate for the modal dispersion, similar to the concept of
compensating large cavity dispersion by spectral filtering [19].
Figure 2(a) shows a typical waveform of the generated QS
pulses with a pump power of 6.7 W in our experiment. The
repetition rate of the QS pulses is 70.14 kHz and the pulse
width is 1.88 μs with 215.8 mW output power, corresponding
to a single pulse energy of 3.08 μJ. The measured RF signal and
the beam profile are shown in Fig. 2(b), the right inset of which
is the radio frequency spanning from 50 to 500 kHz. The beam
pattern indicates the multimode property of the QS state.

To verify the features of the multimode QS, the pump
power is decreased to 6.0 W (the threshold power for the
QS regime corresponding to a certain NPR state and spatial
filtering) and then raised to 8.0 W with a step of 0.1 W. The
output power and corresponding repetition rate are, respec-
tively, displayed in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). It is clear that both

Fig. 1. Schematic of the multimode fiber cavity setup. SPDM,
short-pass dichroic mirror; L1 and L2, collimating lens; M, reflective
mirror; HWP, half-wave plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; PBS, polar-
ized beam splitter; ISO, isolator; and SF, spectral filter.
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the output power and the repetition rate rise when the pump
power is increased from 6.0 W to 7.0 W. Correspondingly, the
pulse width slightly declines from 1.92 μs to 1.81 μs. These
results conform to the typical laws of QS regimes. Nevertheless,
the repetition rate along with the output power appears to have
reached the upper limit with an even higher pump power level
[see the blue area in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], which is probably a
consequence of the saturation of gain fiber. In addition, the QS
state in the multimode fiber cavity tends to be unstable (a varia-
tion of the repetition rates) at some pump power levels, espe-
cially in the range above 7.0 W [See the repetition rate error
bars in Fig. 2(d)].

To further verify the multimode properties of the QS states,
we measure the output with spatial sampling and spectral filter-
ing following the same method proposed in the literature
[19,22,27]. Specifically, for the spatial sampling, the characteri-
zation of the output beam is conducted here by using a spatial
sampler (e.g., a segment of fiber with a large numerical aper-
ture) fixed on a three-axis stage to collect a small portion of the
output light; for the spectral filtering, a set of bandpass filters
with different pass bands are used to diminish certain modes
with specific spectral components. In multimode fiber lasers,
different spatial parts of the beam consist of different superpo-
sition of the transverse modes. On the other hand, different
transverse modes generally have diverse spectra.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the spectra and the corre-
sponding pulse trains of spatial sampling of the QS laser beam
at three different positions. Figure 3(c) visually shows in detail
where the light is collected, marked by black dots. It is obvious
that the spectra of light collected from points A, B, and C differ
from each other. Inferring from Fig. 3(b), the temporal wave-
form of the QS regime belonging to different transverse modes

(or modes combination) is synchronized, which is similar to
that in an STML regime [19,22]. The measured spectra and
beam profiles after spectral filtering are displayed in Figs. 3(d)
and 3(e), respectively. Among the three curves, curve I repre-
sents the original spectrum of the output, while curves II and
III are the filtered spectra using two bandpass filters working at
different wavelengths. Also, the beam pattern varies in different
spectral filtering circumstances, which indicates that the output
beam is multimode. Note that the two methods for multimode
property verification—namely, spatial sampling and spectral
filtering—were used in two different QS pulsing regimes.
Therefore, the spectra and beam profiles are distinct, which still
supports the confirmation of multimode QS states.

B. Transition between Multimode QS and STML
As mentioned above, to maintain stable QS states, it is neces-
sary to obtain a high enough output power (or intracavity
power) by optimizing the coupling between the light path
in the multimode fibers and the free space, where weak spatial
filtering confinement probably facilitates multimode QS gen-
eration. On the other hand, according to our experiment, if the
light coupling is not as ideal as that of the previous setting al-
ready demonstrated to achieve QS (equivalent to a middle-size
spatial filter), both STML and multimode QS can be achieved
in the same cavity by adjusting the rotation angles of the wave-
plates. In other words, the STML and QS are supported simul-
taneously in the fiber laser cavity with a fixed pump power.
Moreover, in certain cases, the transition between QS and
STML can be achieved by merely altering the pump power.
We note this kind of transition via pump power tuning is only
supported with a specific cavity setup (i.e., SA, spatial filtering
and light coupling), which possibly relies on the multimode
gain response as well as the NPR-based SA effect.

(a)

(c) (d) (e)

(b)

Fig. 3. Characterization of the multimode QS state using (a)–
(c) spatial sampling and (d), (e) spectral filtering. (a) Spectra measured
at three different points of the output beam by spatial sampling, which
are visualized and marked in (c). (b) Corresponding temporal signals
(from top to bottom are pulse trains detected at points A, B, and C,
respectively, as indicated by their colors). (d) Spectra of the filtered out-
put beam, showing different spectral components. (e) Corresponding
beam profiles of the spectral filtered output light.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a), (b) Typical steady multimode QS pulse train generated
in the MMF cavity. (a) QS pulse train with a repetition of 70.14 kHz.
The inset shows the corresponding pulse width of 1.88 μs.
(b) Corresponding RF spectrum of the QS state (resolution band-
width: 10 Hz). Left inset: beam profile; right inset: RF spectrum from
0 to 500 kHz. (c) QS output power and (d) repetition rate versus
pump power ranging from 6.0 W to 8.0 W. Error bars in (d) shows
the repetition rate variation range of the QS pulses.
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Figure 4(a) shows the recorded spectra versus raising the
pump power levels from 5 to 7 W with a 0.5 W step, illustrat-
ing the transition. To avoid overlap, the acquired spectral data
are separated by a 10 dB space. As delineated in Fig. 4, the laser
is initially in a CW operating regime while it evolves to a QS
state (confirmed by the pulse train measurement) with the in-
creasing pump power. The beam profile does not vary much
when the laser transforms from CW to QS, except for minor
intensity changes. With the power continuing to ascend, the
laser transforms from a QS to an ML state at 6.5 W and keeps
ML with increasing power to 7.0 W. We further investigate the
achieved ML state with spatial sampling and spectral filtering
methods previously mentioned, having confirmed it as an
STML state. The corresponding beam profiles of QS and
ML states are displayed in Fig. 4(b). As a matter of fact, mode
profiles do not differ a lot with different pump powers as long as
the laser’s operating regime (QS or ML) does not change.
Therefore, the beam profiles of QS at a pump power of
5.5 W and 6.0 W as well as those of ML at 6.5 W and
7.0 W are almost identical except for minor differences regard-
ing mode power variation. However, the distinction of the
mode profiles between QS and ML regimes is prominent.
(See the contrastive beam profiles in Visualization 1.) Note that
the measurements are carried out in the case where the NPR
state (the rotation angles of three waveplates) stays unchanged.
Otherwise, the mode pattern will definitely change a lot, which
is not the same operating status within the QS or ML regime.
Moreover, the ML state will transform back to QS if the pump
power decreases, enabling a reversible transition between the
two regimes. Hysteresis of the transition also is observed in
our experiment. For the same state shown in Fig. 4, for exam-
ple, the threshold for QS to ML is around 6.5 W, while the
threshold for ML to QS is around 6.1 W. In addition, if
the pump power continues to increase above 7 W, the operat-
ing regime of the multimode fiber laser tends to be stochastic
and even the generated pulses become unstable.

C. Bistability between Multimode QS and STML
It is noteworthy that the laser operating regime can spontane-
ously switch between multimode QS and STML without any
tuning of the cavity with a certain cavity setup (appropriate
spatial coupling state, waveplate sets, and pump power).

Specifically speaking, the multimode cavity exactly supports
a bistable state between multimode QS and ML at a critical
pump power level, as shown in Visualization 2. In the experi-
ment in which the bistability occurs, the pump power is first
tuned to 5.5 W, a relatively low level where stable QS exists.
Only by slightly raising the pump power to 6.5 W, a multi-
mode QS–ML bistable state suddenly appears, as shown in
Fig. 5. It is evident that both the spectrum and the beam profile
(representing the mode components) change significantly,
which are displayed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. The
corresponding pulse trains of QS and ML are displayed in
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), with distinct repetition rates of
66.1 kHz and 32.2 MHz. The latter value agrees with the cav-
ity fundamental repetition rate. The bistability is relatively ro-
bust and can last for several minutes without any manual
control or feedback in our experiment. However, ambient per-
turbation such as a temperature and pump power fluctuation as
well as mechanical vibration noises caused by working devices
will pose a potential threat to the existence of the bistable state.
Interestingly, hysteresis is not obvious in this case. This bistable
state can degenerate into stable ML or QS, for example, by
changing the pump power, but will recover if the pump power
returns to the original power level (6.5 W in our experiment) as
long as the environmental conditions and cavity parameters
stay unchanged. The beam profiles and the spectra of the
QS and ML will recover to what they previously were. This
bistable state is closely related to the pump power while
strongly relying on appropriate cavity spatial coupling and
the NPR states in our experiment. Transverse mode inter-
actions and the relaxation response of the gain medium might
play significant roles in the state-switching behavior.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Note that the underlying mechanisms of the transition as well
as the bistability between multimode QS and STML are more
involved than those in single transverse-mode lasers [10,11]

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Transition between QS and STML versus pump power
changes. (a) Spectra of the laser output with increasing pump power,
covering the CW, QS, and ML operating regimes. (b) Corresponding
beam pattern with respect to four different pump power levels, as
shown in Visualization 1. The operating regimes and the correspond-
ing pump power are notated in the figures.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Typical multimode QS–ML bistable state, shown in
Visualization 2. (a) Spectra of QS and ML states and the correspond-
ing (b) beam profiles and (c), (d) pulse trains, with repetition rates of
66.1 kHz and 32.2 MHz, respectively.
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since the participation of spatial (transverse) modes pushes the
laser into a higher dimensional category [i.e., three-dimensional
(3D)] which naturally complicates the transition dynamics. For
example, the hysteresis of the QS–ML transition shows promi-
nent distinction compared to that in single-mode platforms. In
some cases (e.g., certain NPR states and cavity setup) in our
experiment, the hysteresis is obvious. In other circumstances,
however, hysteresis can rarely be observed (e.g., the bistable
state shown in Fig. 5). Our demonstration of QS, multimode
QS–ML transition, and the bistability has enriched the discov-
ery of the curious properties and dynamics of 3D lasers.
Spatiotemporal interactions (i.e., competition and compro-
mise) among SA, the spatial filter, and the gain effect play sig-
nificant roles in determining the operating regimes as well as
the state evolution (i.e., transition, instabilities, and bistable
states) of the multimode fiber laser. Spatial mode-resolved mea-
surements and a real-time characterization must be carried out
to fully understand the links between multimode QS and
STML in future works.

In conclusion, we report the observation of multimode QS
and STML in a multimode fiber laser. Multimode QS regimes
are more likely to be supported with better cavity spatial cou-
pling equivalent to a larger spatial filter size, according to our
experiment. In addition, we have achieved a reversible QS–ML
transition, which is strongly dependent on the pump power
with a fixed cavity configuration. Furthermore, a critical bista-
bility between the multimode QS and STML is realized under
appropriate cavity spatial coupling and NPR states. The dem-
onstration of multimode QS pulses generation and STML in
multimode fiber cavities not only provides a promising and fea-
sible way toward high-energy pulse engineering in fiber sys-
tems, but also sheds some light on the complex dynamics in
3D lasers concerning QS and ML buildup and evolution.
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